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CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE 
TECHNOLOGY BECAME THE  
#1 INVESTMENT PRIORITY FOR 
BUSINESSES IN 2015, + RANKED AS  
A CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTOR IN 2016.1

But, it takes a solid strategy to get it right.  
Leaders recognize that:

THE TOP 
CHALLENGES 

IN CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE

75%
of executives 

believe they’re 
performing better 

than industry 
peers in customer 

experience5

87% 
of customers 

believe brands 
could still 

deliver more 
consistent 

experiences4

97% 
of executives 

believe delivering 
great customer 

experience  
is critical  

to success3

customer 
experıence 

will overtake price and 
product as the key brand 

differentiator in 20202

Digital disrupters are giving 
customers access to anything 
they want, anytime they want 
it, while digital targeting and 
listening tools are making it 
easier for competitors to poach 
customers. The only way to 
win the battle of customer 
acquisition and retention is to 
create connected, personalized, 
immediate, and transparent 
experiences. The frontrunners 
delivering these elevated 
experiences are outperforming 
when it comes to revenue—by  
a lot. 

Although companies are 
beginning to improve their 
customer experience through 
digital transformation and 
are developing more targeted 
strategies, they still aren’t 
performing as well as they 
think they are. Businesses 
often fail to successfully 
execute due to fears about 
implementation, inability to 
align with existing systems, 
and high costs. It’s time to 
make the case for customer 
experience as an imperative 
company-wide investment.

Business challenges 
have changed

Customer experience 
isn’t as easy as it looks

The modern world has blurred 
physical, geographic, personal, 
and time boundaries, creating 
extremely high customer 
expectations. As leaders in 
customer experience make 
strides to meet new demands, 
customer expectations only 
grow higher. Mounting 
customer anticipations continue 
to transform how businesses 
think about, and deliver, the 
ultimate experiences—because, 
as we all know, the customer 
is at the center of modern 
customer experience.

Customer demands 
are running rapid

1. www.gartner.com/doc/3026817/-ceo-survey-committing-digital  2. http://www.walkerinfo.com/Customers2020   
3. www.oracle.com/us/global-cx-study-2240276.pdf  4. www.visioncritical.com/customer-experience-statistics   
5. www.oracle.com/webfolder/s/delivery_production/docs/FY15h1/doc9/Forbes-Report-Final-Web.pdf

>> Learn why digital transformation is a key business investment in 2017 >>

https://www.oracle.com/us/products/applications/cx-awareness-digital-trans-3435086.pdf


89%
of customers  

switch brands due 
to poor customer 

experience6 86%
of customers will 
pay more for a 

great customer 
experience7

6. www.oracle.com/us/global-cx-study-2240276.pdf  7. www.oracle.com/us/products/applications/cust-exp-impact-report-epss-1560493.pdf

THERE ARE 7 
CHARACTERISTICS  
OF THE MODERN 
CUSTOMER THAT 
AFFECT THEIR 
PERCEPTIONS 
OF CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE…



The modern customer

  
Their mentality doesn’t easily translate to the linear 
buyer journey we’ve become accustomed to. Customers 
are now in control of when, where, and how they want to 
interact with your brand, forcing companies to shift from 
a traditional customer experience approach to one that 
maximizes customer satisfaction.”

MENTALITY OF 
THE MODERN 

CUSTOMER

#3 Expects 
personal 

interactions

#2 Is connected,  
24 hours a 

day, 7 days a week

#6 Wants 
everything 

right away

#4 Compares products 
across multiple 

channels and devices

#5 Listens to and 
trusts word-of-

mouth over brands

#1 Controls the experience 
they want; they research, 

explore, and share

#7 Is highly 
opinionated  

and ready to talk to 
anyone about a good  
or bad experience



8. www.mckinsey.com/industries/retail/our-insights/the-three-cs-of-customer-satisfaction-consistency-consistency-consistency

MAXIMIZING 
CUSTOMER 
SATISFACTION 
ACROSS THE 
BUYER JOURNEY 
INCREASES TOTAL 
CUSTOMER 
SATISFACTION  
BY 20%, AND  
DRIVES REVENUE 
GROWTH BY UP  
TO 15%.8     



It ’s becoming clear that, in the 
eyes of the modern consumer, 
experience now trumps price 
and product. Companies are no 
longer considering experience 
as simply a post-purchase 
service8 —it’s now a necessity 
throughout the entire customer 
journey. But, realizing this 
and actually adapting are very 
different.

If you were to look under the 
hood for what’s driving your 
customer experience engine, 
would you find that you’re set 
up to truly understand your 
individual customers’ needs, 
and not only match, but exceed, 
their expectations? Today’s 
customer experience strategies 
require securing cooperation 
across your organization by 
removing silos and seamlessly 
connecting departments. To 
succeed, the entirety of your 
business needs to be powered 
by technology that allows 
you to implement purposeful, 
actionable tactics based on an 
evaluation of consumer insights, 
interactions, and behaviors 

intertwined with online and 
offline multichannel data.

To drive the ultimate customer 
experience engine, there are 
three critical areas of your 
business you must invest in to 
fully connect and personalize 
experiences:

1.  Customer experience teams

2. Next-generation approach

3.  And, most importantly,  
your customer

there  
are three 
critical areas 
of your 
business  
you must 
invest in 

3 CRITICAL 
INVESTMENTS 
IN CUSTOMER 

EXPERIENCE

WANT TO MEET THE 
DEMANDS OF THE 
MODERN CUSTOMER? 
Here’s where to start.



Sales teams need to be empowered to be more 
productive, more motivated, and more likely to 
see results. Digitally transforming sales processes 
provides your sales teams with a complete set of data-
driven tools that help close deals faster. These tools 
are especially significant when you consider that a 
salesperson’s ability to have unique insights on their 
customers accounts for 53% of long-term loyalty9.

Hand-in-hand with sales, customer service 
plays a vital role in generating leads and 
nurturing loyalty throughout the entire 
buyer journey. Disconnected systems and 
high call volumes create a need to adopt 
technology that allows your service teams 
to provide seamless, personalized service 
across all of the customer channels.

Today, modern cloud solutions offer a holistic view of sales and service 
teams, blending these two traditionally separate internal organizations. 
To excel in customer experience, sales teams must be able to assist 
and “serve” customers throughout their entire buyer journey, while 
service teams must be equipped to upsell during every interaction. 
By combining sales automation, service request management, and 
customer self-service, you enable your sales and service professionals 
to provide better experiences. Your teams become empowered to 
streamline operations, increase upsell opportunities, and improve 
customer satisfaction, without causing chaos or dissatisfaction by 
sending the customer to various departments to find answers.

Sales Teams Service Teams

Investment #1 
EMPOWER YOUR  
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE  
TEAMS WITH NEW CAPABILITIES

3 CRITICAL 
INVESTMENTS 
IN CUSTOMER 

EXPERIENCE

57% 
of a purchase decision is already 

complete by the time your customers 
actually engage with you.9

 Increase Speed to Market
 Decrease Cost of Sales 
 Increase Conversion Rates 
 Decrease Selling Time

SALES  
CLOUD SOLUTIONS

42% 
of service agents aren’t able to 

efficiently resolve issues because 
of disconnected systems.10

 Increase Customer Satisfaction
 Increase Call Deflection 
 Decrease Agent Handling Time 
 Increase Customer Loyalty

SERVICE  
CLOUD SOLUTIONS

9. www.cebglobal.com/blogs/5-customer-buying-trends-all-sales-professionals-should-know   
10. www.totalcomm.com/total/Aspect-NGCC-Forrester-WP.pdf



As buyers continue to move online, a 
tremendous opportunity emerges for forward-
thinking businesses to maximize revenue. 
Next-generation sellers are capitalizing on 
digital channels to connect with prospects 
faster than competitors, while at the same 
time reducing costs. In order to deliver quick, 
accurate, and customized quotes, leaders 
in customer experience use Configure Price 
Quote (CPQ) technology to unify selling 
processes and efficiently close deals, while 
getting better visibility into revenue potential 
to increase margins. For buyers, cloud 
solutions offer convenience to purchase on 
their own time, better understand complicated 
offerings, and feel a level of personalization.

Using CPQ technology to help guide selling 
in the native ecommerce experience is a 
huge advantage for sellers with complex 
configurable products. However, there are 
many other ways cloud solutions take your 
ecommerce to the next level. From mom-
and-pops to big box retailers, businesses are 
digitalizing to create an omnichannel buying 
experience that better attracts, wins, and 
retains customers. Commerce cloud solutions 
give your teams the tools and insights 
needed to navigate the peaks and trends 
your customers experience, giving you the 
agility to adapt to trends quickly, better target 
prospects, and create exceptional online 
experiences that delight customers. 

Investment #2 
TAKE A NEXT-GENERATION 
APPROACH TO 
MAXIMIZING REVENUE

3 CRITICAL 
INVESTMENTS 
IN CUSTOMER 

EXPERIENCE

49% 
of all US retail sales will either be 

influenced by or occur online in 2016.11

 Increase Order Accuracy
 Decrease Sales Cycle Time 
 Increase Sales Productivity 
 Increase Margins

CPQ  
CLOUD SOLUTIONS

78% 
of retailers will implement a unified 

ecommerce platform within 5 years.12

 Increase Average Order Volume
 Increase Conversion Rates 
 Decrease Gross Margin 
 Increase Inventory Turnover

COMMERCE  
CLOUD SOLUTIONS

Advanced Configure, Price, Quote (CPQ) Advanced ecommerce

11. Forrester: Web-Influenced Retail Sales Forecast 2015 – 2020  12. bostonretailpartners.com/2015-e-commerce-survey/



As technology to target, sell to, and serve customers continues 
to evolve, there’s now an immense focus on how the modern 
customer thinks—and buys. An unprecedented amount of data 
is available on customer behaviors, pain points, commonalities, 
and differentiators, giving businesses the ability to have a 
360-degree view of their buyers. This abundance of customer 
information can fuel winning marketing campaigns that attract, 
engage, and convert—but businesses often get overwhelmed. 
They can’t see how to filter through and use what they need to 
their advantage.

The right technology can help you transform your digital 
marketing so that you can easily access the right data, apply 
it correctly, and develop a connected marketing ecosystem 
that orchestrates relevant, individualized experiences. 
With a comprehensive view of your customer, you energize 
relationships that, in turn, drive pipeline and boost ROI.

Marketing alone isn’t enough to 
continuously energize customer 
relationships—an imperative 
element of every customer 
experience effort is social media. 
Although 81% of executives agree 
social media is critical for success, 
35% don’t have the support for 
social media across sales or 
service13. This is a major gap 
considering customers control the 
conversation and aren’t willing 
to wait around. Social media 
technology allows you to give 
those real-time responses, listen 
to customers, and make authentic, 
enduring connections.

Investment #3 
ADOPT YOUR  
CUSTOMER’S MINDSET

3 CRITICAL 
INVESTMENTS 
IN CUSTOMER 

EXPERIENCE

75% 
expect a response from 

social-generated inquiries 
in under five minutes.15

 Increase Consumer Engagement
 Increase Advocacy  
 Decrease Customer Acquisition 
 Increase Customer Insight

SOCIAL   
CLOUD SOLUTIONS

Advanced Marketing Campaigns Advanced Social

more sales growth is often achieved by 
companies that invest in big data and analytics 
for more granular levels of customer insight.14

 Increase Order Accuracy
 Decrease Sales Cycle Time 
 Increase Sales Productivity 
 Increase Margins

MARKETING   
CLOUD SOLUTIONS

10% 

13. hbr.org/2012/12/turn-customer-care-into-social  14. www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/marketing-and-sales/our-
insights/new-insights-for-new-growth-what-it-takes-to-understand-your-customers-today  15. www.visioncritical.com/
customer-experience-statistics



ENABLING 
SOLUTIONS 
WITHIN 
ALL THREE 
FOCUS AREAS 
LETS YOU 
DRIVE YOUR 
CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE 
ENGINE  
TO EXCEED  
THE PACE  
OF  CHANGE.



A COMPLETE 
VIEW OF MODERN 

CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE

Customers are 3X MORE LIKELY  
to recommend a brand after they’ve had 
a positive interaction on social media.16

CONNECT

SERVICE + SOCIAL

83% of CUSTOMERS shopping online 
require some type of support  

or service to complete their purchase.17

CONNECT

SERVICE + COMMERCE + SOCIAL

73% of SALESPEOPLE that adopt 
social selling outperform peers and 

EXCEED QUOTAS 23% MORE often.18

CONNECT

SALES + SOCIAL

Web leads are 9X MORE LIKELY  
to convert if they’re followed-up  

with in under 5 minutes.18

CONNECT

MARKETING + SALES + CPQ

CX CLOUD SOLUTIONS  
work together to address 
specific pain points.

16. hbr.org/2012/12/turn-customer-care-into-social  17. https://econsultancy.com/blog/61991-83-of-online-shoppers-need-
support-to-complete-a-purchase-stats  18. blog.hubspot.com/sales/sales-statistics#sm.0000t6ksg2k1ffdtt6e2nkuu7p5oz  



A COMPLETE 
VIEW OF MODERN 

CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCEBUT, BY 

CONNECTING 
EVERYTHING, 
YOU SOLVE THE 
BIGGER PICTURE

By investing in your 
customer experience 
teams, next-generation 
approach, and customers, 
you empower the 
modern customer 
across all touch points 
and create remarkable 
experiences. Oracle has 
the most complete set 
of customer experience 
cloud applications to 
help you meet change, 
achieve growth, and drive 
customer loyalty.

95% 
of buyers choose the company 
that provides ample, relevant 

information to guide them through 
all stages of their buyer journey.19

50%  
of all interactions with 
customers will happen 
across multiple events, 
on multiple channels.20

MARKETING 
CLOUD

SOCIAL 
CLOUD 

CPQ 
CLOUD

COMMERCE  
CLOUD 

SALES  
CLOUD 

SERVICE  
CLOUD 

Oracle CX Cloud Suite

19. blog.hubspot.com/sales/sales-statistics#sm.0000t6ksg2k1ffdtt6e2nkuu7p5oz  
20. www.slideshare.net/McK_CMSOForum/customer-experience-journey-webinar-v10-091713



FIND OUT 
HOW YOU CAN 
TAKE YOUR 
CUSTOMER 
EXPERIENCE TO 
THE NEXT LEVEL 
BY INVESTING 
ACROSS YOUR 
BUSINESS. 
Customer Experience 
will continue to evolve 
in 2017. Learn how to 
invest in your company’s 
success today in this 
free Forrester report.

https://go.oracle.com/LP=43394?elqCampaignId=79866
https://go.oracle.com/LP=43394?elqCampaignId=79866

